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PERTURBATIONS GROWTH AND BIAS DURING ACCELERATION
a
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o di Roma,
Viale Frasati 33, 00040 Monte Porzio Catone (Roma), Italy
In most models of dark energy the struture formation stops when the aelerated expansion
begins. In ontrast, we show that the oupling of dark energy to dark matter may indue the
growth of perturbations even in the aelerated regime. In partiular, we show that this ours
in the models proposed to solve the osmi oinidene problem, in whih the ratio of dark
energy to dark matter is onstant. Moreover, if the dark energy ouples only to dark matter
and not to baryons, as requested by the onstraints imposed by loal gravity measurements,
the baryon utuations develop a onstant, sale-independent, large-sale bias whih is in
priniple diretly observable.
As it has been shown
1,2
, an epoh of aeleration
3
with a onstant non-vanishing Ωc an be
realized by oupling dark matter to dark energy. In fat, a dark energy salar eld φ governed
by an exponential potential linearly oupled to dark matter yields, in a ertain region of the
parameter spae, an aelerated expansion with a onstant ratio Ωc/Ωφ and a onstant parameter
of state wφ, referred to as a stationary aelerated era. Similar models have been disussed
elsewhere
4
. We showed
5
that in fat the onditions of onstant Ωφ and wφ uniquely determine
the potential and the oupling of the dark energy eld. The main motivation to onsider a
stationary dynamis is that it would solve the osmi oinidene problem of the near equivalene
at the present of the dark energy and dark matter densities, sine they sale identially with time.
Further theoretial motivations for oupled dark energy have been put forward
6,1,2
.
Consider three omponents, a salar eld φ, baryons and CDM desribed by the energy-
momentum tensors Tµν(φ), Tµν(b)and Tµν(c), respetively. General ovariane requires the on-
servation of their sum, so that it is possible to onsider a oupling suh that, for instane,
T µν(φ);µ =
√
2/3κβT(c)φ;ν
T µν(c);µ = −
√
2/3κβT(c)φ;ν ,
where κ2 = 8piG, while the baryons are assumed unoupled 7,8, T µν(b);µ = 0 beause loal gravity
onstraints indiate a baryon oupling βb < 0.01
1,2,9
. Let us derive the bakground equations in
the at onformal FRWmetri. The equations for this model have been desribed in another work
10
, in whih a similar model (but with a variable oupling) was studied. We restrit ourselves
to the ase in whih radiation has already redshifted away. For the salar eld we assume a
potential U(φ) = U0e
−
√
2/3µκφ
. The oupling β an be seen as the relative strength of the dark
a
To appear in the proeedings of the XXXVIIth Renontres de Moriond, "The Cosmologial Model", Les Ars,
Frane, Marh 2002.
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matter-dark energy interation with respet to the gravitational fore. The only parameters of
our model are β and µ (the onstant U0 an always be resaled away by a redenition of φ). The
system is best studied in the new variables
11,8 x = κφ′/
√
6, y = κaH
√
U/3, and v = κaH
√
ρb/3,
where the prime stands for derivations respet to log a. The CDM energy density parameter is
obviously Ωc = 1 − x2 − y2 − v2 while we also have Ωφ = x2 + y2, and Ωb = v2. The system is
subjet to the ondition x2 + y2 + v2 ≤ 1. The ritial points of the resulting dynamial system
are listed in Tab. 1. We denoted with we = 1+ptot/ρtot = 1+x
2−y2 the total parameter of state.
On all ritial points the sale fator expansion is given by a ∼ τp/1−p = tp, where p = 2/(3we),
while eah omponent sales as a−3we . In the table we also denoted g ≡ 4β2 +4βµ+18, and we
used the subsripts b, c to denote the existene of baryons or matter, respetively, beside dark
energy.
From now on we will disuss the global attrator bc, the only ritial point that may be
stationary (i.e. Ωc and Ωφ nite and onstant) and aelerated. On this attrator the two pa-
rameters β and µ are uniquely xed by the observed amount of Ωc and by the present aeleration
parameter (or equivalently by we = µ/(µ + β) ). For instane, Ωc = 0.20 and we = 0.23 gives
µ = 3 and β = 10.
Denining the perturbation variables δc = δρc/ρc, δb = δρb/ρb,
√
6
κ ϕ = δφ, after algebrai
manipulations the following seond order equations for CDM and baryons are found
12
in the
synhronous gauge for the wavenumber k :
δ′′c +
1
2
(4− 3we − 4βx) δ′c −
3
2
γΩcδc = 0
δ′′b +
1
2
(4− 3we) δ′b −
3
2
Ωcδc = 0,
where H = d log a/dτ. These equations are valid for subhorizon sales, that is k/H ≫ 1. Im-
portant dierenes with respet to the equations of the standard matter-dominated ase appear
learly: the frition term is modied; the onstant non-vanishing dynamial term γΩc
1,2,9
, whih
an be muh larger than unity due to the extra pull of the new interation, drives the growth of
perturbation even in presene of an aelerated expansion. The quantities x,we and Ωc are given
in Tab.1 as funtions of the fundamental parameters µ, β and γ = 1 + 4β2/3. The solutions 12
are δc = a
m±
and δb = ba
m±
where
m± =
1
4
[−4 + 3we + 4βx±∆]
b± = 3Ωc/(3γΩc + 4βxm±)
where ∆2 =
(
24γΩc + (−4 + 3we + 4βx)2
)
. The onstant b ≡ δb/δc ≡ b+ is the bias fator of the
growing solution m ≡ m+. The salar eld solution is ϕ ≈ (H0a(p−1)/p/k)2δc(βΩc +mbx). For
subhorizon wavelengths ϕ (whih is proportional to δρφ/ρφ ) is always muh smaller than δc, δb
at the present time (although it ould outgrow the matter perturbations in the future if p > 1).
The solutions m±, b± apply to all the ritial solutions of Tab. 1 (for Ωb 6= 0 the solution
an be further generalized). It is interesting to observe that for µ, β ≫ 1 the growth exponent
m+ diverges as µβ/(µ + β): the gravitational instability beomes innitely strong. Let us now
fous on the stationary attrator bc. Four ruial properties of the solutions will be relevant for
what follows: rst, the perturbations grow (i.e. m > 0) for all the parameters that make the
stationary attrator stable; seond, the baryons are antibiased (i.e. b < 1) for the parameters
that give aeleration; third, in the k ≫ H limit (and in the linear regime), the bias fator is sale
independent and onstant in time; and fourth, the bias is independent of the initial onditions.
If one studies the perturbations in the Newtonian gauge it an be shown that a similiar bias
develops for the veloity utuations, θb = bθc , with θ = ik
iδui/a, where ui is the peuliar
veloity. This ould bring interesting observational onsequenes.
The speies-dependent oupling generates a biasing between the baryon and the dark matter
distributions. In ontrast, the bias often disussed in literature onerns the distribution only of
the very small fration of baryons
13
lustered in luminous bodies and it appears to depend on
luminosity and type
14
. A rst guess ould be that the bulk of baryons follow the distribution of
low-luminosity objets, sine they ontain most of the mass
15
. Very reently it was found
16
that
in the 2dFGRS atalog the average galaxy bias is lose to unity, while galaxies with L = L∗ are
slightly antibiased (b = 0.92 ± 0.11) and galaxies with L ≪ L∗ even more so. Moreover, quite
remarkably, Verde et al. (2001)
16
deteted a sale-independent bias from 13 to 65 h−1Mp,
sales at whih our linear alulations should hold quite well. Similarly, galaxies from the IRAS-
PSCz survey are also antibiased
17
: b = 0.8± 0.2, a result that agrees with other estimations 18.
Inlusion of baryons belonging to weakly lustered objets like Lyman-α louds an only lower
the total baryon bias
19
. If anything, therefore, urrent estimates indiate b < 1 for the total
baryon distribution. To be onservative, here we onsider only very broad limits to b: sine the
aeleration requires antibias, we assume 0.5 < b < 1.
In Fig. 1 we show all the various onstraints. To summarize, they are: a) the present dark
energy density 0.6 < Ωφ < 0.8; b) the present aeleration (we < 2/3, implying β > µ/2);
) the baryon bias 1 > b > 0.5. On the stationary attrator there is a mapping between the
fundamental parameters µ, β and the observables we,Ωφ, so one an plot the onstraints on
either pair of variables. It turns out that these onditions onne the parameters in the small
dark shaded area, orresponding to 0.59 < we < 0.67 or
1.1 < β < 1.4, 2.0 < µ < 2.6 .
Therefore, the parameters of the stationary attrator are determined to within 20% roughly. It
is atually remarkable that an allowed region exists at all. The growth rate m is approximately
0.5 in this region. For b > 0.73 the possibility of a stationary aelerated attrator able to solve
the oinidene problem would be ruled out.
The observation of a onstant, sale-independent, large-sale antibias would onstitute a
strong indiation in favor of a dark matter-dark energy oupling and would indiate a bias
mehanism well distinguishable from the hydrodynamial one. Furthermore the growth rate m
is an observable quantity that an be employed to test the stationarity, for instane estimating
the evolution of lustering with redshift. The ombined test of b and m will be a very powerful
test for the dark matter-dark energy interation.
It is reasonable to expet that a similar baryon bias develops whenever there is a speies-
dependent oupling; its observation would therefore onstitute a test of the equivalene priniple.
At the same time, the speies-dependent oupling is requested to provide stationarity without
oniting with loal gravity experiments. Therefore, we onjeture that the baryon bias is a
strong test for all stationary dynamis.
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Figure 1: Constraints on the stationary model: below the horizontal line the expansion is aelerated; in the light
grey region the bias is between 0.5 and 1; between the vertial lines Ωφ is within the observed range. The dark
grey region is the surviving parameter spae.
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